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Domain Name System Security Extensions (DNSSEC) - Benefits

• Adds security to the DNS by incorporating public key cryptography.

• Provides assurance to users that the DNS data they get is valid 
and true.

• Helps prevent DNS threats and abuses (cache poisoning, 
redirection to fake destination, etc.) by verifying and confirming 
authenticity and integrity of DNS data.

• Protects your digital integrity and your business, protects your 
customers online.

• Complementary to other technologies like SSL widely used to 
secure web communications.
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How does DNSSEC work ?

Two actions are required :

• Registrants (domain name holder) should sign their domain: the domain administrator 
generates and maintains the cryptographic keys and signatures for the domain.

• DNS operators, ISPs, mobile operators, hosting providers, IT services,etc. should activate 
DNSSEC validation (verifies the authenticity and integrity of DNS responses from signed 
domains) in their recursive resolvers: system administrators should enter the server 
configuration and turn on the functionality.
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Who should implement DNSSEC ?

◉ Registry operator (TLD): ccTLD and IDN ccTLD Registry Operators.

◉ Companies and business entities: 

Sign your domains or get them signed.

Activate DNSSEC validation on your recursive resolvers.

◉ ISPs, Mobile Operators, hosting providers etc: 

Activate DNSSEC validation on your recursive resolvers.

Sign your domains and the ones you host for your customers.

Accept DNSSEC records such as DS and push to the registry (registrars).

◉ Registrants: sign your domains  or get them signed.
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DNSSEC Signing: Technical High Level Overview

◉ What/how is the existing DNS infrastructure ?

◉ Plan and get prepared

◉ Involve partners: 3rd Party, registrars, 

◉ DNSSEC software solution (OpenDNSSEC, Bind, …), architecture, signing methodology, 
key generation and management. 

◉ Generate DNSSEC signing keys. 

◉ Test signing and plan for signing in production.

◉ Sign and when comfortable, upload DS to parent zone: your zone is officially signed.

◉ Refresh signatures and keys as per best practices and your operational constraints.

◉ Update Business Continuity Plans

◉ Monitor, analyze, improve, implement, monitor.
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DNSSEC Deployment - All TLDs
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DNSSEC Deployment – ccTLDs
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DNSSEC Validation: Technical High Level Overview

◉ The process of checking the signatures on DNSSEC data that help to verify authenticity and 
integrity of signed zones.

◉ Protects your customers/users from being redirected to a wrong/fake destination (web site, 
online services etc.)

◉ Most validation today occurs in recursive resolvers. Can also occur in apps and stub.
◉ For signed domains, DNSSEC signatures data come alongside with the DNS response.
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What do you need to enable DNSSEC Validation ?

• If you run your own DNS recursive resolvers (open source or commercial) within your 

network, activate DNSSEC validation is usually simple and does not require a new 

investment. 

• Most software already have it embedded, you just need to perform some verification: 

hardware resources, server clock synchronization, correct root trust anchor, 

EDNS(0), TCP port 53 should be open.

• If you are using external recursive resolvers, make sure that they are DNSSEC 

validating. If not, you can refer to their administrators and suggest them to activate it.
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State of DNSSEC Validation in Myanmar

Source: APNIC Labs
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State of DNSSEC Validation in Myanmar

Source: APNIC Labs
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Increase DNSSEC Validation in Myanmar

Be introduced to the Subject Matter Experts (system administrators 

within IT or technical Departments) of those operators and assist them 

to activate the functionality on their recursive resolvers.
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Engage with ICANN – Thank You and Questions

Email: champika.wijayatunga@icann.org


